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OF1' ASCENT/DF.SClN1' ANCILLARY
DAT'A RFQUIREMFNTS DOCUMENT
By A. C. Bond, Jr., Mathematical Physics Branch
1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document contains requirements for •
 the x%cent./descent (A/D) navigation and
attitude-dependent ancillary data products to be generated for the Space Shuttle
Orbiter by the Mathematical Physics Branch/Mission Planning and Analysis Divi-
sion (MPBiMPAD) in support of orbital flight test (OFT) flight test requirements
(FTH's), M1'AD guidance and navigation (G&N) performance assessment., and the
mission evaluation team. It is intended that this document serve as the sole
requirements control instrument between MNB/MPAD and the A.'D ancillary data
users. The requirements presented herein are primarily functional in nature,
but some detail level requirements are also included.
2.0 ASCENT/DESCENT ANCILLARY DATA SUPPORT SCOPE
'the A/D ancillary data support for OFT mission evaluation activities shall be
confined to providing postflight position, velocity, attitude, and associated
navigation and attitude derived parnineter•s for the Orbiter over the flight.
phasee and time intervals shown in figure 1. No ancillary data support related
to the external tank (ET) or the solid rocket boosters (SRB's) still be pro-
vided. In addition, the A/D ancillary data products delivered shall be confined
to those described in section 5.0 of this document.
3.0 DATA PROCESSING APPROACH (FOR INFORMA'T'ION)
This section summarizes the A/D ancillary data processing approach in terms of
the functional flow diagram shown in figure 2. The approach is presented
primarily for information purposes to acquaint prospective ancillary data users
with the current data reduction plan. Elements of the approach ar •e subject to
change, pending further analyses of data processing techniques and procedures.
i. 1 INPUT DATA SOURCES AND INITIAL DATA PRODUCTS (TIER 1 )
Raw, high-speed, C- and S-band tracking data shall be obtained from the OFT
Mission Controi Center (MCC) through the facilities of the Ground Data Systems
Drvi:+ion (GDSD). Selected onboard navigation and attitude telemetry data shall
be obtained from the Institutional Data Systems Division/Data Reduction Complex
(IDSD/DRC).
Phototheodolite data shall not be processed in this task.
c
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3.2 INTERMEDIATE DATA PRODUCTS (TIER 2)
Preprocessing or conditioning of the input tracking and telemetry data shall
be accomplished by using interactive computer graphics techniques to perform
data smoothing, editing, and gap filling. Ground and onboard clock times
shall be tabulated to implement correlation of sensor data from the two input
sources. Special event times will be provided by the JSC Instrumentation
Integration Branch (WC6).
3.3 FINAL PROCESSING AND DELIVERED OUTPUT DATA PRODUCTS (TIERS 3, 4, AND 5)
At the tier -3 level, an ephemeris nolut 4 i ( position, velocity, and accelera-
tion) shall be generated first, using a .javigation filter procedure that com-
bines onboard and ground tracking data in the A/D flight, regions area. (Both
sources are available.) In ^egions where ground tracking is precluded (e.g.,
during entry blackout), the solution shall be obtained by using onboard Iner-
tial measurement unit (IMU) data to propagate the state vector computed at
the terminus of the navigation filter solution. Attitude data are then
time-correlated with ove; •all ephemeris solution, and this result shall provide
the basis for the delivered output products indicated in tier 4.
Tier-4 processing shall include the computation of the remaining navigation
and attitude-related parameters needed to complete the parameter set estab-
lished for the output product; i.e., the product intended to satisfy the
ancillary data users. Ascent quick-look output data will be provided in
this tie:-. The basic computation or the ascent quick-look outputs is the
same as the final outputs with the exception of the refinement of the input
meteorological data. The final descent best estimated trajectory (BET) is
developed in tier 4 and reflects the meteorological data supplied to MPAD
by WC6.
The IDSD via WC6 will also provide the meteorological data for the ascent
segment of the OFT flights. These data will be obtained by IDSD through the
Kennedy Space Center in two stages - quick-look and final (1 day and 3 weeks
after flight phase termination, respectively). The meteorological data for
the descent phase will be supplied by the National Meteorological Center
(NMC) 3 weeks after the OFT flight via WC6. The NMC requires plots and tabu-
lation of the descent ground track based on telemetry (TM) vectors for gener-
ating the meteorological data. A time history of center-of-gravity data
for the ascent segment of the OFT flights will also be provided by WC6.
This information will be reflec*ed in the ascent final and quick-look product.
In association with the descent BET, a set (table I) of navigation parameter
accuracies will be generated as a special product that gives an estimate of
the error associated with the tier -3 outputs, which includes the uncertainty
associated with the observed meteorological data provided by the NMC via WC6.
. n
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4.0 REQUIRED INPUTS
Raw, high-speed, C- and 5-band tracking data shall be obtained from the OFT MCC
tt,-ough the facilities of the GDSD. Selected onboard navigation and attitude
thlemetry data shall be obtained fr(n t.'ie IDSD/DRC. The IDSD via WC6 will also
provide the meteorological dRta for the ascent segment of the OFT flights.
These data will be obtained by the IDSD through KSC in two stages - quick-look
and final (1 day and 3 weeks after flight phase termination, respectively).
Meteorological data and associated accuracies for the descent phase will be
supplied by the NW 3 weeks after the OFT flight. The NMC requires plots and
!	 tabulation of tho descent. ground track (latitude and longitude) based on
TM vectors for generating the meteorological data. Special event times will
be provided by WC6.
In order that the task provide velocity and acceleration vector data with
respect to the vehicle center of mass, the task requires as input a table that
defines the 1^cation of the center of nuns with respect to the navigation base.
The definition of the center of mass wit.i respect to the IMU navigation base
will be coordinated through WC6.
5.0 GENE9AL ORBITER ASCENT/DESCENT OUTPUT PRODUCTS
Functional as well as some detail level characteristics are presented here for
the Orbiter ascent/descent ancillary output products. Both general and special
ancillary output products are addressed in terms of the following output
requirement items:
a . Parameters
b. Coordinate systems
c. Units
d. Accuracies
e. Time correlation
f. Output datu frequency
g. Output data forms
h. Data product delivery schedules
I. Data product distribution
3
5.1 GENERAL OUTPUT PRODUCTS
The output product described below is designed to provide Orbiter ascent/descent
ancillary data to satisfy users with a single product. The product output
parameters and format will be common to all Orbiter ascent and 6escent flight
phases (fig. 1).
5.1.1 Parameters L Coordinate 3Y!tems L and_unit
f	
The product output parameters and their associated coordinate systems and units
are given in table I. Definitions of the relevant coordinate systems are given
In the Appendix, together with equations for selected output parameters to
supplement their tabular descriptions. Note that the product ephemeris parame-
ters in table I all describa the motion of the Orbiter in navigation tease and in
terms of the center of ma" and that only contact (nongravitational) acc'^lera-
tions are included in the ephemeris data.
Table II presents the "one-time-only" parameters for block outputs. These
parameters will remain constant during the duration of the mission phase.
5.1.2 Accuracies
The product generated by this task will satisfy the FTR accuracy requirements to
the extent possible based on the quality of the onboard and ground navigation
sensor data available.
5.1.3 Time Correlation
Time correlation of the p roduct output variables shall be accomplished as
indicated in sections 3.2 . e nd 3.3•
5.1A Output-Data-Frequency
Product output data shall be generated at one sample per second on the even
seconds Greenwich mean time (GMT) and at requested event times provided by WC6.
5.1.5 Output Data Forms
Product output data shall be delivered on Univac 1108 compute•-compatible
tape(s) (CCT's) accompanied by computer printout and microfila listings.
Updates to this document will provide detail description of t'ne output
materials including the range and resolution of the output parameters.
u
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5.1.6 Data Produot Delive y Schedules
The ascent quick-look product output shall be made avatlable for distribution
nominally 1 week after the flight phase. The final output product for ascent
will be delivered 4 weeks after the flight pha w and for descent, 5 weeks after
the flight phase. All deliverables are dependent on receiving the required
inputs.
5.1.7 Data Product Distribution
Distribution of the product output shall be accomplished as follows:
a. WC6 shall nerve as the sole distribution center for all product output.
b. Requests for the data shall be made to WC6 where the appropriate JSC
facilities will be directed to generate the required number of tape copies
and/or listings of the tape(s).
c. MPB shall provide WC6 with the appropriate tape reel numbers, a computer
printout listing of the tape(s), and a microfilm of the listing.
d. MPB shall provide IDSD with a copy of the actual tape(s).
e. MPB shall maintain the responsibility for proper archiving of the
ascent/descent ancillary data.
5.2 SPECIAL OUTPUT PRODUCTS
Special output products are defined to be those requested by a small number ;,f
postflight analysts whose ancillary data requirements are not satisfied by the
general aitput product.
5.2. 1 Parameters, Coordinate Systems,and Units
Time histories of the estimated accuracy associated with a subs t of the general
product parameters of table I shall be provided. The subset is t'or descent only
and defined by the flagged parameters in the table. The accuracy estimates of
the BET will reflect the uncertainties associated with the measured winds and
atmospheric parameters. Plots and tabulations of the descent ground track will
be provided to NMC via WC6 for the development of the ontry wind and atmosphere
profile. Mother support item that will be provided under special output is a
quick-look time history of the altitude and Earth-fixed velocity magnitude of
the descent trajectory based on downlinked telemetry data.
5
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Special product outputs shall be limited to the descent trajectory. Coordinate
system:n and units of the latitude, longitude, altitud", and Barth-fixed velocity
magnitude and navigation parameter accuracy outputs sha g . be identical to those
defined for the general product pa:.►meters.
5.2.2 Accuracies
The product generated by this task will satisfy the FTR accuracy requirements to
t.	 the extent possible based on the quality of the onboard and ground navigation
I	 sensor data available.
5.2.3 Time Correlation
There is no requirement for the special outputs to be time correlated with
respect to each other, but they shall be time tagged.
5.2.4 Output Data Frequent
The parameter accuracy estimates output rates will be at least approximately
every 20 seconds. Outputs for the ground track and stripped telemetry parameters
will be at the rate of the downlink data.
5.2.5 Output Data Forms
Output data forms will consist of comp ,.iter printout CCT plots based on the
appropriate user requirements.
5.2.6 Data Produc t Delive U Schedules
The ground track and stripped telemetry parameters will be available 1 week after
the flight. The accuracy estimates shall be distributed 3 weeks after delivery
of the descent general product.
5.2.7 : rata Product Distribution
Distribution of the discrete event special product shall be accomplished as
discusses, in section 5.1.7.
6
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TAn1.E I.- ORBITED ?RODUCT OUTPUT PARAMETERS
t
Parameter Appendix
figure
Symbol Descrintion reference  Units
GET Ground eladsed time NA sec
GMT Greenwich mean timo NA day:hr:min:sec
,GMT Shuttle Greenwich mean time NA fay:hr:min:see
X M ,YM ,ZM ; Inertial	 (Mean of 1950)	 position, A-1 ft
XM ,Y M ,7. M ; velocity,	 And contact acceleration fps
XM,YM,ZM components fps?
x MC, Y W ,Z 1„1C Inertial	 (Mean of	 1950)	 position, A-1 ft
XMC ,Y i„1C ,Zm, velocity,	 and contact acceleration fps
imc NC ,2 w. components (center of mass) fps?
XG ,YG ,Z G ; Earth-fixed (Greenwich true of A-3 ft
X G ,Y G ,Z G ; date)	 position,	 velocity,	 and fps
XG,YG,ZG contact acceleration components fps2
X GW ,Y GW ,Z G;,, wind relative (Greenwich true of A- 3 fps
d,a te)	 velocity
XGCI,	 GC'ZGC Earth-fixed (Greenwich true of A-3 ft
XGC'YGC'7GC date) position,	 velocity,	 contact fps
XGC,YGC,ZGC accelerations	 (center of mass) fps?
XGWC'YGWC'ZGWC Wind relative (Greenwich true of A-3 fps
date)
	
(center of mass)
^LF,YLF,ZLF; Runway position,	 velocity,	 and A-6 ft
X 1,P , Y LF , ZLF ; contact acceleration components fps
XLF , YLF , Z LF fps2
X TD	 TD'ZTD; Topodetic velocity and contact A-5 fps
XTD^YTD,ZTD acceleration components fps?
XTDW' YTDW , 4 DW Wind-relative topodetic velocity A-5 fps
components
7
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TABLE I.- Continued
Parameter	 _ Appendix
figure
Symbol Description reference Units
i B ,yO B Earth-relative velocity and contact A-8 fps
RB ,Y B ,tB acceleration components in body fps2
coordinate system
XBW , Y f1W A W Wind-relative body velocity A-8 fps
components
p A Inner	 ( azimuth),	 middle	 ( pitch), A-7 deg
Bp and outer	 (roll)	 i4imbal	 angles, d^„
O R respectively of gimbal	 (-ase with deg
respect. to IMU stable member
X F,,Y E ,ZE Plumbline Earth-fixed	 launch site A-13 ft
X 1 , Y E.	 coordinates,	 position,
	
velocity, fps
kE ,Y E ,ZE and contact acceleration components fps2
X EW ,Y F, W ,Z EW Wind-relative plumbline components A-13 fps
XEC-YEG,ZEC Plumbline Earth-fixed launch site A-13 ft.
XEC,YEC:ZEC coordinates,	 position,	 velocity, fps
kEC,YEC^ZEC and contact acceleration components fp92
(center of mass)
XEWC,YEWC,7EWC Wind-	 % lathe plumbline components A-13 fps
(center of mass)
Body yaw,	 pitch,	 and roll Euler A-8 deg
0 angles,	 respectively.	 Orientation deg
m of body axes with respect to local deg
vertical/local horizontal
P Roll,	 pitch,	 and yaw body	 rates. A-8 deg/sec
Q respectively deg/sec
R deg/sec
X Longitude A -11 deg
t D Geodetic latitude deg
h	 (2) Geodei is altitude ft
8
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TAHLE I. - Continued
Para meter
— -	 --
A ppond i x
figure
'	 Symbol Description reference Un its
NM M.egnitude of Mean of 1 950 position A-2 ft
vector
VM Inertial	 velocity magnitude A-2 fps
YM Inertial	 flightpat.h	 angle A-2 deg
wM  Inertial	 azimuth	 (heading)	 angle A-2 deg
Slant range from vehicle to launch A-6 ft
pad	 (ascent) or to runway coordi-
i
nate system origin (descent)
A (03) Direction cosines Mean of 195o to NA NI)
body
VTD. Relative velocity magnitude A-5 fps
YTDa'b Relative	 (local)	 flightpath angle A-5 deg
VTDa,b Relative	 (local) a.imuth heading A-5 deg
angle
S Earth surface range	 from vehicle A-A ft
to launch pad (ascent) or to run-`
wal roordinate system origin
(descent)
(ta	 b Angle of attack A-8 deg
ab Sideslip angle A -8 deg
ib Dynamic pressure A-10 lb/ft2
I	 qan Pitch
	 dyn.rmie pressure NA lb-deg/ft'
q dynamic pressure NA lt,-- deg/ ft'
`Wind relative velocity shall be used in evaluating these parameters.
Navigation estimation accuracy shall be computed for these par•amrter•s.
k
TABLE I.- Concluded
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Parameter Appendix
figure
Symbol Description re ference Units
Ma b Mach number A-10 n.d.
Vao3 , b Viscous parameter A-11 n.d.
T Ambient temperature NA deg R
P Ambient pressure NA psf
slugs/ft3
Oa Density NA
EASa,b Equivalent airspeed A-12 fps
L3 Total load factor A-12 n.d.
D/Ma Drag arc A-12 fps2
LODa Lift over drag A-12 n.d.
"Wind relative velocity shall be used in evaluating these parameters.
Navigation estimation accuracy shall be cimputed for these parameters.
10
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TABLE II.- NAVIGATION BLOCK OUTPUT PARAMETERS
Symbol	 Desoriation	 Units
GRR	 Time of guidance release	 sec
CG/T	 e.g. locations vs. time table
	 ft, sec
Q
SET	 Special Event times	 sec
REF	 Refsmat
MET
	
MET DATA
TRAC	 Tacan, MLS, tracker locations,
orientation, and runway
Note: Other parameters to be defined
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APPENDIX
COORDINATE SYSTEM DEFINITIONS
AND
OUTPUT PARAMETER EQUATIONS
This appendix contains definitions of the coordinate systems listed in table I.
The definitions were obtained from reference A-1. In addition to the coo,-%inate
systems definitions, equations for selected table I output parameters a^e
given to supplement their tabular descriptions.
V*-` CEDING PAGE BANK NOT FILME9
A-1
A-2
REFERENCE
A-1 Davis, Larry D.: Coordirate Systems for the Space
NASA TM X-58153, 1974.
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NAME:	 Aries-mean-of-1950, Cartesian, coordinate system.
	
ORIGIN:	 The center of the Earth.
	
ORIENTATION:	 The epoch 1s the beginning of Besselian year 1950 or Julian
ephemeris date 2433282.423357.
The X M-Y M plane is the mean Earth's equator of epoch.
The XM ax's is directed towards the mman vernal equinox
of epoch.
The ZM axis is directed along the Earth's mean rotational
axis of epoch and is positive north.
The YM axis completes a right-handed system.
	
CHARACTERISTICS:	 Inertial, right-handed, Cartesian system.
Figure A-1.- Arie5-mean-of-1950, Cartesian, coordinate system.
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	NA14::	 Aries-mean-nf-191)0, polar, coordinate system.
	
ORIGIN:	 For position - the center of the Grth.
For valooity - the point of Interest,
P(XM , YM, IM1.
	
ORIENTATION AND DEFINITIONS:	 For position, eame as in the Arles-Bran-of-lgso,
''artesl an .
For velocity, reference plane Is perpendicular
to radius vector NM from renter of Earth
to point P of interest.
Refarenoe direction is northerly along the
meridian containing P.
Polar position coordinates of P are an follows,
oyq, right ascension, Is the angle between the
projection of the radius vector in the
equatorial plane and the vernal equinox of
epoch.
SM , declination, is the angle between the
radius vector and the mean Earth's Equator
of epoch.
tM , magnitude of RM.
Polar velocity coordinates of P are as follows.
Let U, E. N denote up, asst, and north
dime dons. Then
'PM , azimuth, to the angle from north to
the projection or V M
 on the reference
plane, positive toward east.
YM , fllghtpath angle, 15 the an;tle between
the reference plane and V M; positive
sense toward U.
V M , Mognitude of VM is alwayi positive.
	
CI1ARA('TERISTICS:	 Inertial.
Figure A-7.- Arles-mean-nf-1950, polar, coordinate system.
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NAME:
ORIGIN:
ORIENTATION:
CHARACTERISTICS:
Greenwich true of date (geographic) coordinate system.
The center of the Earth.
The X G-Y G plane is the Earth's true-of-date equator.
'rhe Zr axis is directed along the Earth's true-of-date
rotational axis aid is positive north.
The +X G axis is directed toward the prime meridian.
The Y G
 axis completes a right-handed system.
Rotating, right-handed, Cartesian. Ve l ocity vectors
expressed in this system are relative o a rotating refer-
ence frame fixed to the Earth, whose rotation rates are
expressed relative to the Aries-mean-of-1950 system.
Figure A-3.- Greenwich true of date (geographic).
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NAME:	 Geodetic oonrdinsts system.
	
ORIGIN:	 This system consists of a art of parameters rather than
s coordinate systemi therefore, no origin is speetried.
OIIIVITATION: This system of parameters Is based on an ellipsoidal model
of the Earth !e.g., the Flsrher ellipse of 1960). For any
point of interest, we define a lies, known as the geodetto
Iral vertical, wtitoh to perpei f i + lar to the ellipsoid
and oontaine the point or inter­_
h, pmodstic altitude, is the distance from the point of
	 i I
interest to the reference ellipsoid, measured along the
geodetic local vertiea' and is positive for points out-
sldt the ellipsoid.
A is the longitude measured In the plane of the Earth's
true equator from the prime (Greenwich) meridian to the
loch] meridian, measured positive eastward.
0 s the geodetic latitude, measured to the plans of the
local meridian from the Earth's true equator to the geo-
det'c local vertical, measured positive north from the
egwitor .
Notre: A detailed explanation of declination, geodetic
latitude, and geonentrlc latitude Is provided in
figure A-4(D),
CHARACTERISTIC: Rotuttng polar coordinate parameters. Only position vectors
are expressed In this coordinate system. yslocity vectors
should be expressed in the Aries-mean-of-19^i0, or the Arles
truo-of-date, polar for inertial or quasi-inertial repreeen-
tatlons, respectively. The Fischer ellipsoid model should
be used with this system.
(a) Basic definitions.
Figure A-A,- Geodetic.
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	NAME:	 Geodetic coordinate system of point P.
	
DEFINITIONS:	 h is the altitude of point P measured perpendicular
from the surface of the referenced ellipsoid.
m D is the geodetic latitude of point P.
(t C is the geocentric latitude of point, P.
d is the angle between the radius vector and the equatorial
plane (declination).
X is the longitude of point, P angle (+ east) between the
plane of the figure and the plane formed by the Greenwich
meridian.
(b) Detailed explanation.
Figure A-4.- Continued.
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Let ZEF be the Earth's north polar axis and XEF pass through the Greenwich
meridian. Let
RE = Earth's equatorial radius
R  = Earth's polar radius
P = (R E-R P ) / R E = ellipticity or flattening
To calculate geodetic north latitude, m, east longitude, X , and altitude
above the ellipsoid H, set B = .0067 and iterate five timFS.
e(2-P)RE
H=	 —	 -	 -	 --
^'(XEF + YEF )/( B+1) 2 + (1-e)2Z2
Then
ZEF
m = aretan
X2F + Y2EF, / (B+ 1)
X = arctan (YEF/XEF)
(1-e)2
H	 1 - B	
IF 	
+ y2 )/(B+1) 2 + ZEF
A very good approximation for H is
2	 2	 2
H = X EF + YEF + ZEF
2	 2FiF ( 1-e)^ EF + YEF + ZEF
f1-e)2(XEF	 1+ 	) + ZEF
(c) Definitions of m, X , H.
Figure A-4 - Concluded.
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NAME:	 Topodetic coordinate system.
	
ORIGIN:	 orbiter center of amss a or navigation base.
	
ORIENTATION:	 ZTD is normal to a geodetic local tangent plane and is
positive inward the Earth's center.
XTD is perpendicular to ZTD axis and is positive north-
ward along the meridian plane rontaining the Orbiter.
Y TD completes the right-handed orthogonal system.
	
CHARACTERISTICS:	 Rotating, right-handed, Cartesian system. Velocity vectors
are expressible In this system r, , r• the Orbiter, given
relative velocity VTD in this system.
VTD ' (XTD2 ' YTD2 ♦ iTD21 112 , mrytnitude of VTD
YTD - sin-i /-t?D ^• flightpsth angle (relative)
I`\ VTD
STD
TO ` tan
- 1	 TO ^= a:.Imuth angle ( relative)
mD . geodetic latitude
a A similar system may be defined for any point of Interest.
Figure A-S.- Topodetic.
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NAME.:	 Landing field coordinate system.
	
ORIGIN:	 Hunway center at. approach threshold.
	
ORIENTATTON AND DETINITIONS: 	 7. iF axis is normal to the ellipsoid model
through the runway centerline at the appror-ch
threshold and positive toward the center of
the Earth.
XLH axis is perpendicular to the Z LF axis
and lies in a plane containing the Z LF axis
and the runway centerline (positive in the
direction of landing).
Y LF axis completes the right.-handed system.
A LF Is the runway azimuth measured in the
XI.FYI.F plane from true north to the +XLF
axis (positive clockwise).
	
CHARACTERISTICS:	 Rotating. Earth-referenced.
Figure A-6.- Landing field.
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NAME:	 Inertial measureme • ' unit (1MU) stable member coorGinate
system.
	
ORIGIN:	 The intersection of the innermost gimbal axis and the
measurement plane of the XY two-axis accelerometer.
	
ORIENTATION:	 The Z I axis is coincident with the innermost gimbal
axis.
The XI axis is determined by the projection of the X
accelerometer input axis (IA) onto a plane orthogonal to
Z I . YI completes a right.-handed triad.
In a perfect TW , with all misalinements zero, these rela-
tionships hold:
The X accelerometer and X gyro IA's are parallel
to the X I axis.
The Y accelerometer and Y gyro W n are parallel
to the YI axis.
The Z accelerometer and Z gyro IA's are parallel
to the 7. I
 axis.
Figure A-7.- IMU stable member.
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CHAnAC ERISTICS:
	 Nonrotating, right-handed, Cartesian system.
The reference alinement for the gimbal case shall be defined
with the four gimbal angles at zero and with the vehicle in
a horizontal position. in a perfect IMU, with all misaline-
ments zero and with all gimbal angles at -ero. the t'ollowing
t	 relationships hold.
The outer roll axis and the X 1
 axis will be parallel to X NH-
Positive X 1
 will be in the forward direction. Positive
roll gimbal angles A R will be in the sense of a right-
handed rotation of the gimbal case relative to the platform
about the plus outer roll axis.
The pitch axis and YI will be parallel to YNg. Positive
Y 1
 will be to the right of an observer looking forward in
the vehicle. Positive pitch gimbal angles p p will be in
the sense of a right-handed rotation of the gimbal case
relative to the platform ahout the plus pitch axis.
The inner roll axis will be parallel to the outer roll axis,
with the sense of rotation the same as for the outer roll
axis.
The azimuth axis and Z I will be parallel to ZNg. Positive
Z 1
 will be down relative to an observer standing in the
vehicle. Positive azimuth gimbal angles O A will be in the
sense of a right-handed rotation of the gimbal case relative
to the platform about the plus azimuth axis.
Figiir •e A-7.- Concluded.
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	NAME:	 Body axis coordinate system.
	
ORIGIN:	 Orbiter center of rmiss or navigation base.
	
ORIENTATION:	 XBY axis is parallel to t.hP Orbiter structural body
XO
 axis; positive toward the nose.
ZBY axis i9 parallel to the Orbiter plane of synr.,:etry
and is perpendicular to XBY , positive down with ;v spect
to the Orbiter fuselage.
YBY axis completes the right-handed orthogonal vystem.
	
CHARACTERISTICS:	 Rotating, right-handed, Cartesian System.
L, M, N: Moments about XBY , YBY , and ZB Y
 axes,
respectively.
p, q, r: Body rates about XBY , YBY, and ZB Y
 axes,
respectively.
p, q, r: Angular body acceleration about XBY, YBY,
and ZBY axes, respectively.
The Euler sequence that is commonly associated with this
system is a yaw, pitch, roll sequence, where T = yaw,
P = pitch, and t = roll or bank. This attitude sequence
Is yaw, pitch, and roll around the ZBY, YBY, and XBY
axes, respectively.
(a) Basic definition.
Figure A-8.- Body axes.
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The Earth relative velocity vector, VE, expressed in the body-axis system.
shall be used to define the angle of attack, (1 , and the sideslip angle,
a, a:, fo l 1 ows :
= 31n -1
 ------zB-----
Q	 (xD2 
j. y2)112
B = sin- 1
 yB/IVEI
where xB, yB, zB are the components of V E
 in the body-axis system (see
fig. A-8(b)).
Note: V E
 is Earth relative, not air relative, velocity; i.e., wind effects
are not included.
u
XBY
G	 I
4'C"
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4
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(b) Resolution of Earth relative velocity along vehicle body axes.
Figure A-8.- Concluded.
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nch or landing site
Earth
Earth surface range. S, shall be defined as the product of (1) the magnitude
of the Earth-fixed position vector to the launch or landing site and (2) the
central angle between the site vector and the y Earth-fixed position vector to
the Orbiter; i.e.
5 = 1 RSITE 1 E)F
RATE • RORB
where t) E = Q)S - t	 a central angle
IR SITE I NO&
RSITE = Earth-fixed position vector to launch pad (ascent) or to runway
coordinate system origir (descent)
HORB = FArth-fixed position vector to Orbiter
,o -C•rbi ter
c.
Figure CC- Definition of Earth surface range.
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Dynamic pressure 4 shall be defined as
4 = 112 0 IV E 12
and Mach number M shall be defined as
c
M = I vE I /a
where I4 EI = magnitude of Earth relative velocity
0	 = atmospheric density
a	 = speed of sound
Figure A-10.- Definition of dynamic pressure and Mach number.
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T' = 726.97 + .468T. + 3.4098447 x 10- 6
 V2	 (oK)
Tm in O K + from flightpath atmosphere
V„ in fps + wind relative (true) airspeed
T' .5 [ W + 122.1 x 10 -(5/T00)
T.	 T' + 122.1 x 10-(5/T')
3.044993 x 10-8Tn1.5
U =	 (lbf-sec /ft2)
(T	 + 110.4)OD
V.0ml.B
RemLB =
U	
(N/D)
Pco in slug/ ft 3 i from flightpath atmosphere
L B
 = body length = 107.5 ft
V m	 V^	 V„^
a
T	 cu
 
YRT-
 ,I42 9.0- T	
( N/D )
C 'm
Vm = M^
	
	 (N/D)
Re,,LB
Figure A - 1 1 . - Hypersonic viscous parameter.
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Drag over mass (D /M) is calculated as fc' . lows:
AV S 	 VRE1.
D/M =	 .
At	 [V R EL
where VHEL is the Earth relative velocity vector
V inertial - 'X R inertial
and m is the Earth rotation rate
R inertial = Mean of 50 position vector
V inertial = Mean of 50 velocity vector
IVRELI = magnitude of the Earth relative vector
AVS	 = sensed change in velocity from IMI1 output
At	 = time interval over which AV S is determined
AVS
ACC LIFT = —
et
C
-BD_UNIT X VHEI^
IY_BD -UNIT X VRELI
Y BD UNIT is unit vector passing througt Y body (right wing). It is the
second column of the transformation matrix body to M50.
LOD = ACC LIFT/(D/M)
LOD = lift over,
 drag
pVS
LOAD
-
TOTAL = 
A t -
t- /32.174
Load total is total load factor. It is total acceleration expressed in g's
of 32.17 4 fps2.
Equivalent airspeed (EAS) = 17 .1865 112 p Ve2 knots
p = atmospheric density in slug/ft3
Ve
 = relative speed in fps
Figure A-12.- Calculations for drag acceleration, lift of drag, total
load factor, and equivalent airspeed.
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